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Let G denote a finite group, let p be a fixed rational p prime, let P denote a 
fixed Sylow p-subgroup of G, and let q denote 1 P 1. We denote the normalizer 
of P by N, the centralizer of P by C, and the center of G by 2. Throughout 
this paper we shall assume: 
HYPOTHESIS 1. The centralizer of every nonidentity element of P is the 
centralizer C of P. 
This condition implies that P is an abelian trivial intersection (t.i.) set. 
Furthermore, if the group $-elements of C is denoted by V then C = P x V 
and N/V is a Frobenius group with kernel P. 
Under Hypothesis 1, Sibley [9] proved the following 
THEOREM. If G has a faithful complex representation of degree d < (q - I)/2 
then P 4 G. 
This theorem was proved in 1942 by Brauer [l] in the important case that P 
has prime order. It was proved in other special cases by Brauer and Leonard [2], 
and Leonard [6, 71. 
Because of the groups SL(2, q) the bound in Sibley’s theorem is sharp. In 
this paper we prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM A. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis 1, N/C is abelian, and G has 
a faithful complex representation A of degree d = (q - 1)/2. Then either 
P & G or G/Z g PSL(2, q). 
H. Leonard, Jr., pointed out to the author that the proof of 14 [8] is incorrect. 
Since this result is used in this paper, a proof of 14 [8] is presented in an appendix 
to this paper. 
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1 
Let G E Hypothesis rZ if G is a group of minimum order such that G satisfies 
the hypothesis but not the conclusion of Theorem A. If GE Hypothesis A, 
Brauer [l] implies q =- pk where K > 1. We will use the notation of [6-81. 
LEMMA 1. Assume G E Hypothesis A, then (N : C) < (q - 1)/2 and fl IN is 
irreducible. 
Proof. Let (N: C) = n; l(C) [6] . pl rm ies if 4 is an irreducible character of N 
such that P e ker $, then n I$ (1). Since (1 is faithful, n ,< (q - 1)/2. 
Assume /l 1,” is not irreducible, then A(l) < q - 1 and Theorem 2 [7] 
imply we may assume C - 2 is not a t.i. set. Let x E (C - 2) n (C - Z)g where 
g $ N. Then P, PQ C Co(x) = D implies that D g N. However, 1 D 1 < 1 G 1 
and P c D imply D/Z(D) z PSL(2, q). Hence, n = (q - 1)/2. Since (1 is 
faithful, l(C) [6] implies fl IN is irreducible. 
The author is indebted to David Wales for the proof of Lemma 2. 
LERZhI.4 2. Assume G E Hypothesis A; then V = Z, d = (N : C), and G/Z 
is simple. 
Proof. We first show that if there is a proper normal subgroup D of G such 
that PC D, then (N : C) = (q - I)/2 = d and G = VD. Let D be a proper 
normal subgroup of G which contains P. The Frattini argument implies that 
P is not normal in D. Therefore, D/Z(D) s PSL(2, q). Since P is abelian, 
Theorem 7.1 .I [5] and Lemma 1 now imply that (N : C) = (q - 1)/2. Moreover, 
P+ has two conjugate classes relative to D and G. Let g E G and y E P#, then 
there is a d E D such yg = yd. It follows that G = VD. 
=Issume (N : C) f d. The previous paragraph implies that G has no proper 
normal subgroups which contain P. Since q = pk where K > 1, II is not linear. 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 3[7] now imply a contradiction. Therefore, d = 
(N : C) = (q - 1)/2. 
If P is cyclic, then (N : C) j p - 1. However, (N : C) = ( p” - I)/2 where 
K > 1 implies a contradiction. Therefore, P is not cyclic. 
Lemma 1 and (N : C) = d implies that /l IN = (h!P)” where !P is a linear 
character of V. Now V’ C ker(hY)N implies that V is abelian. Let r be a prime 
which divides / V I, and let R be the Sylow I subgroup of V. Let X be a represen- 
tation of G affording A. We may assume X is written in the ring of r-local 
integers of some number field. Let X be the reduction modW where W is a 
prime ideal which contains r. Now XP has distinct linear constituents since X, 
does. Therefore, any matrix centralizing x(P) is diagonal. In particular, XR is 
diagonal. In characteristic r, this means XR = Id . Let R,, be the r-modular 
kernel of X, then RO c1 G and R C R, . Since P is a noncyclic abelian group 
normalizing R, , Theorem 5.3.16[5] im pl’ ies that R, C <C,(x) 1 x E P#> C V. 
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Therefore, R = R, . Letting Y  vary over all primes dividing j r /, we see that v 
is a normal abelian subgroup of G. 
If v # Z, then D = C,(V) is a proper normal subgroup of G. Moreover, 
PV_C D. The first paragraph of the proof now implies that G = L’D = D. 
Therefore, V = Z. 
If G/Z is not simple, there is a proper normal subgroup U of G such that 
U>Z.LetP,=PnU,ifP,>l,then(N:C)=(q-l)/2impliesjP,I > 
(4 - 1)/2. Hence PC U. The first paragraph of the proof of the lemma now 
implies G = U. Hence (I U I, p) = 1. S’ mce P is not cyclic, Theorem 5.3.16 [5] 
implies U C Z. Hence, G/Z is simple. 
Lemma 2 implies G satisfies Hypothesis 2 [8]. Let 2 denote the image of a set 
A in G/Z. Let & = {X,, 1 dim > l} - { lG} and g = {X, 1 dim < 0} where X, 
are the nonexceptional characters in the first block. Let /1, and /l, denote the 
exceptional characters in the first block. Let r = (7 - UC pg. If $ is any 
character of G and x E r, then C(x) = $(-) x w h ere Ic is any preimage of 3. If x 
is any preimage of F, then n,(x) = /l,(x) = Al(%). Theorem 4.5.5 [5] implies 
that these numbers are all integers. 
If Z # 1, then (14) [8] implies that I; = Z = (T) where [ Z I = 2. There 
is a block B, such that rl and II’ are the exceptional characters in B, . We may 
choose notation so that /1 IN = (hY)N and (1’ jN = (h’Y)N. If y is an irreducible 
character of N of degree d such that y(7) = -d, y does not have P in its kernel, 
and y vanishes off C, then y E {(hY)N, (xlYv)i”). By Theorem 3.6.15 [5], there is a 
finite normal extensionF, of the rationals Q such that every irreducible represen- 
tation of P, C, N, and G may be written in F,, . Let u be an element in the Galois 
group G(F, , Q). If y E {(XY)N, (A’Y)N}, then y0 has degree d, y”(7) = (--dp = 
-d, y does not have P in its kernel, and y vanishes off C. Therefore, y0 E {(XY)N, 
(h’Y)N}. Let y* denote y induced to a character of G. Then (1 - /1’ = ((XY)N)* - 
((x’Y)N)*. Applying (J to the previous equality implies that 110 - /If0 = 
((xY)*‘)*o - ((A’Y)N)*u = ((hY)NU)* - ((X’Y)No)* = &(rl - (1’). Therefore, 
AU E {/l, A’). If y is not conjugate to an element of C, then (‘1 - /l’)(y) = 0. 
Hence, /10(y) = (I(y) if u E G(F,, , Q). It follows that (1’(y) = A(y) is an 
integer. 
We now prove a general character theory lemma which will be useful. 
LEMMA 3. Assume I( y)I = n and 6 is an integer valued character of (JI), 
then the following conditions are satisjied: 
(i) Assume v  is an odd prime. If n = a, then 6(y) >, -S(l)/(v - 1). If 
v  < (v, n) < n, let y1 = yRIV; then S(y,) 3 [w 1 6(y)/ - 2S(l)]/(w - 2). 
(ii) If n = 2* where u > 1, and y1 = y2”-’ then 6(y,) 3 2 j S(y)1 - 6( 1). 
Proof. Let S be the set of positive integer divisors of n. If K E S, let Dk = 
{I& 1 i = l,...,+(k)) be th e set of irreducible characters of <y) such that lk,Jy) 
is a primitive kth root of unity. (Here $(k) d enotes the Euler function.) Since 6 
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is integer valued on (y), 6 = CksS (uR xn, &J where the a, are nonnegative 
integers. 
(i) I f  n = v, then S(1) + (v - 1) S(y) = v[S, 1 (J > 0 implies S(y) 2 
-S(l)/(v - 1). 
Assume v  = (n, v) < n. Let vj be the full power of v  dividing n. Let S, = 
(k 1 K E S and vi { k), and let Sa = S - S, . I f  K E S, , then CD, ar&Jyl) = 
a/&k). I f  K E sa ) then &,, qJ&yr) = ---a,~@)/(~ - 1). I f  K E S, then 
I x0, akl;k*i(Y)l G ak * Hence, we obtain the following relationships: 
I qY)l < b + c Uk where 6 
sz 
= ; wWh 
I 
S(1) = b + C wiW 
% 
and 
S(yl) = b - $ % . 
2 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Now (3.1) and (3.2) imply (S(1) - / S(y)l) > &, +(4(k) - 1) so that xs, ak < 
(S(1) - I S(y)l)/(v - 2). Hence 
; a,$(k) < 6(l) - Is(y)/ f ;  ak < (’ - ‘)(z”; “(‘)‘) . 
Now (3.3) implies 
KYl) 2 S(l) + 4 eJ)l - WN > v I S(Y)1 - 2W) v-2 ’ v-2 ’ 
(ii) I f  u > 3, let c = ~~~a1 a$?-’ and if u = 2, let c = 0. S(1) = 
U, + aa + c + uaU2u-l, S(y,) = ur + ua + c - uzU2U-1 and S(y) = a, - u2 . 
Hence 1 S(y)( < a, + u2 and S(1) + S(yJ = 2(a, + a2 -t C) >, 2 1 S(y)]. 
I f  GE Hypothesis A, special case 2 [8] implies p # 2.5. Special case 1 [8] 
implies 3 { q. Since q = p” where k > 2 it follows that d = (q - 1)/2 2 24 if 
G E Hypothesis A. Following [8] we consider two cases: Case 1: 2q - or > 0 
and Case 2: 25 - pi < 0. Let GE Hypothesis B if G E Hypothesis A and 
Case 1 holds. 
LEMMA 4. Assume G E Hypothesis B, then there is an irreducible character T 
of G of degree q such that the following equations are satisfied: 
(i) 44 = 4% = Z:a --d,X,n + T; 
(ii) /1,* = (1 /l - ~~~-lo+~~XXn~+T+~~A~+Z,A,whereI,-~l, = 1. 
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Proof. Since 11 [8] implies d is even if GE Hypothesis B, A, = ir, and 
A, =ir,. 
If X, E &’ u a u {le), then X,(y) = drm for every y such that 7 c UC (P#)g. 
Now Al(x) = A,( x ) f or x E r u {i} implies (A1 - /1,)(X, - drmlG) = 0. The 
same argument used in (2.1) [q implies dim < (X, , Ar2) if dim > 0 and 
-d,, < (X, , ~&ii,) if dim < 0. 
Equation (13) [8] implies d2 = C I -dImXm(l) and (9) [8] implies Al(l) = 
d + 1. Hence, 2 _C ker &la implies A1A2 = &r -dImXm + F where F is a 
sum of irreducible characters of G and F(1) = (d + 1)2 - d2 = q. Since 
A, # A2, 1, $ F. P _C G’ and (4) [8] imply lG is the only linear character of G. 
Let T be a nonprincipal irreducible character of G, then l(C) [6], (5), (7) (9) 
and (10) [8] imply T(1) 3 d + 1. Hence, (F, F) > 1 implies 4 = F(1) > 
2(d + 1). Therefore F = T where T is an irreducible character of G and T(1) 
= q. 
Since Al(f) = A,(Z) f or f E r u {i}, (Al/I, , T) = (A&l,, T) = 1. NOW (7), 
and (10) [8] imply Al& = &J X, + lc + T + P where P is a sum of irreduc- 
ible characters of G. Equation (12) [8] implies p(l) = d + 1. (A, , A,), = 1 
implies (1~ , P) = 0. Degree considerations for the irreducible characters of G 
imply P = &ll + ZaA2 where 1r + I2 = 1. 
Since A,(%) = A,(Z) f or 5~ T, Lemma 4 yields the following Corollary: 
COROLLARY 5. Assume GE Hypothesis 9I and YE r, then Cd X,,,(x) = 
A,“(x) - A,(x) - 1 - T(x) and -xB dImX,,(x) = A,‘(x) - T(x). 
LEMMA 6. Assume G E Hypothesis ~4? and ZE r, then j AI(x)1 < 3 OY 1 A,(x)1 
3 d - 3. If ( A,(x)l = d - j w h ere 0 <j < d, then T(x) < d(-j + 1) + j2. 
Proof. Let & and go denote representatives in P* of the two distinct con- 
jugacy classes of p# in G. Let A, , A, denote nonlinear irreducible characters of N. 
Since 1 + Ai + X,&J = 0 for i = 1, 2; (9) [8] implies notation may be 
chosen so that Aj(g,) = -A,(fJ for j = 1,2 and i = 1,2. Since d is even, it 
follows that (6.1) A,(gi) A,&,) + Aa(gi) A,(&) = Siiq - d where Sij is the 
Kronecker delta. 
If ff~ r, let c~,~,*-I denote the number of ordered pairs (gi”, gi”) such that 
&“gj” = 9-l. The orthogonal&y relations, (7) [8] and (6.1) imply c~,~,~-I = 
(1 G 1 /q2)aii where 
Now (5), (9) and (10) [8] imply 
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Corollary 5 implies 
“ij = 1 + 
A,‘(s) - A&) - 1 - T(x) 
2d+2 
+ Al”(x) - T(x) + Al(x)[sii4 - 4 
2d d+l . 
Now c~,:,~-I > 0 implies 2d(d + I)aij > 2 0 so that we obtain the following 
inequalities: 
Al”(x) - d/l,(x) + d - T(x) = 2d(dq+ ‘) 0112 2 0 
and 
&‘(x) + dA,(s) + d - T(x) = 2d(dq+ ‘) all > 0. 
Let /3 = [d* - 4d + 4T(x)]‘/*. Lemma 4 implies T is rational valued; 
hence T(x) is an integer. Since % # i, Lemma 2 implies -2d < T(x) < 2d. 
Now d > 24 implies p* = d” - 4d + 4T(x) > d2 - 12d > (d - 8)*. In- 
equality (6.2) implies Ai > (d + #I)/2 or A,(x) < (d - @)/2. Hence fl,(x) > 
d - 4 or (1r(x) < 4. Inequality (6.3) implies Ai > -4 or Ai < -d + 4. 
Since /l,(x) is an integer, it follows that 1 n,(x)/ < 3 or 1 /l,(x)/ > d - 3. 
If d,(x) = d - j where 0 < j < d, then (6.2) implies T(x) < d(-j + 1) +y. 
If n,(x) = -d + j where 0 < j < d, then (6.3) implies T(x) < d(-j + 1) +y. 
LEMMA 7. Assume GE Hypothesis B and ?E r, then 1 A,(r)1 < 3. 
Proof. Let x E G such that 3 E r and let I(xj 1 = n. As noted in the proof 
of Lemma 6, T is an integer valued character. It was also shown after the proof 
of Lemma 2 that A, A’, /.l, , and &, are integer valued when restricted to <xj. 
Hence, Lemma 3 may be applied to (1, , /1,, /1’, fl and T. Assume ) /tr(x)] > 3 
for some f E r, then Lemmas 6 and 2 imply j cl,(x)1 = d - j where j E (0, 1,2,3), 
and I(x>] = n. 
Suppose v 1 tl where v is an odd prime. Let x1 = xnlv, then Lemma 3(i), 
(14) [8], d > 24, and Lemma 6 imply &(x1) = d - j where j E (0, 1, 2, 3). Let 5 
be a faithful irreducible character of (x,), then rl, j+ = uI,,~, + b~~~~ p. 
It follows that n,(x,) = (I - b = d - j, .4,(l) = a + (V - 1)b = d + 1, and 
ob = j + 1. Hence, v = 3 and j = 2. Lemma 6 implies T(xr) < -d + 4. 
Lemma 4 and (12) [8] imply T(x,) = A12(x1) - A*(x,). Since %r # i, 1 A(x,)j = 
d - K where k is a positive integer such that 1 < k < d. Hence, (d - 2)* - 
(d - K)* = T(q) 6 -d + 4 implies k = 1 so that T(q) = -2d + 3. Since 
T(1) = 2d + 1, Lemma 3(i) implies -2d + 3 > -(2d + 1)/2. This contra- 
dicts d 3 24. Hence, ) cl,(x)1 > d - 3 and (14) [8] imply I(%)/ = 2~. 
If u > 1, Lemma 3(ii) and d > 24 imply ] I,] > 3 where 4 = $*-I. 
Lemmas 2 and 6 imply we may assume 1 /li(xr)l = d - j where 0 < j < 3. 
Since d is even, Theorem 6.4 [3] implies that j = 1 or 3. If j = 1, then Lemma 6 
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implies that T(q) < 1. Since T(1) = q, Theorem 6.4 [3] implies that T(q) # 0. 
Let 1 (I( = d - k; then d even, Theorem 6.4 [3], and Lemma 2 imply that 
K = 2K, , where 1 < k, < d/2. It follows that -D(q) 3 -(d - 2)2. Hence, 
T&r) = (1r”(xr) - D(x) > (d - 1)” - (d - 2)2 > 2d - 3. This contradicts 
T(x,) < 1. Thus, we may assume / n,(x,)l = d - 3. 
Theorem 2 [4] and Lemma 2 imply there is a 2~ G such that [or , g] # i 
and z r , Zr# lie in a Sylow 2 subgroup of G. Let D = (%r , .~r~) and let z = xrx, , - -8 
then l(%)l = 2f and D is a dihedral group. Let WE (.%)#, Theorem 6.4 [3] 
implies 1 /I,(w)1 is odd. Hence, Lemma 6 implies I (I,(B)] = d - j where 
j = 1,3, d - 1, or d - 3. Computation of T(w) in Lemma 6 now implies 
T(e) < 1. Every element of D - (%> is conjugate to G to %r , and Lemma 6 
implies T(%r) < -2d + 9. It follows that 0 < I D I (T ID , lo) < (-2d + 9)2f 
+ 2d +- 1 + 2j - 1. Hence 2[2d - IO] < 2f[2d - lo] Q 2d. This contradicts 
d 2 24. 
PROPOSITION 8. Assume GE Hypothesis B, then I G ] = dq(q + 1). 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 6 we may assume A,,E# = --X, where h, 
is a nonlinear character of m. Hence, (A, , d,)c = 1 implies 
/lr”(l) + C /J’(Y) = I G I d/q. 
I- 
Lemma 4 and (13) [8] imply if gE PC, then /I,(g)Il,(g) = -d/2. Hence, 
CP+ 4@) A,(f) 4@) 4(E) = d3/2. L emma 4 implies (&12, &l,), = d/2 + 1. 
Hence, we obtain 
I G I so that /1r4(1) + C&4(%) 
r 
= [ d*+;;+2] 1 GI. (8.2) 
Lemma 7 and (8.1) imply &/I:(Z) < 9&/lr2(x) < 9(1 G I d/q - n:(l)). 
Now (8.2) implies 
4”(l) I=- ( 
d*-~+2pl. 
1 (7 1 = dq(kq + 1) and d + 1 = n,(l)\ 1 G I. Hence d + 1 I (2kd + k + 1) 
implies h = 1 + k(d + 1) where k is a nonnegative integer. Hence, h # 1 
implies 1 G I > (d + 1) q2d. However, (8.3) now implies (d + 1)3 > d2(d2 - 
13d + 2). This contradicts d 3 24. 
Let G E Hypothesis C if GE Hypothesis A and Case 2 holds. If  G E Hypo- 
thesis C, then (11) 181 implies d is odd. Hence, (1’ = ii. 
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LEMMA 9. Assume G E Hypothesis C, then j Z ( = 1. 
Proof. (14) [8] implies we may assume 1 Z j = 2. Let Z = (T), then A(T) = 
---d(l). Since d is odd, det cl(~) = (- I)d = -1. Hence, det A # lG . However, 
P < G’ implies PC ker(det A). This contradicts (4) [8]. 
Since ] Z 1 = 1, G = G and we may drop all bar notation if G E Hypothesis C. 
LEMMA 10. Assume GE Hypothesis C. If x E r, then 1 A(x)1 < 1. 
Proof. Let g, and g, denote representatives in P# of the two conjugacy 
classes in G of elements in P#. Let X be the irreducible character of N such that 
A JN = A. A’ = Aimplies A’ jN = X. S’ mce d is odd, we may assume g, = gr’. 
Hence, we obtain 
A*(gA + V)‘kd = --d and 4gJ 4g2) + A’kJ 4g2) = 4 - d. (10.1) 
Let x E r, then A(x) = A’(x). Let ci,j,a-l denote the number of ordered pairs 
(giu, gj”) such that giUgjV = X- r. The orthogonality relations, (lO.l), (5) and 
(10) [8] imply ci,j,r-l = (1 G ]/q”)aii where 
(10.2) 
and 
Now ci,j,z-l > 0 implies 2d(d + l)zij 3 0. Equations (12) and (13’) [8] imply 
& X,(x) = A2(x) - 1 and --Car dl,X,Jx) = A*(x) - A(x). Now (10.2) and 
(10.3) imply 
B(x) - 1 
‘+ 2d+2 + 
/P(x) - A(x) 44d 
2d 
- - = al1 > 0 
d (10.4) 
and 
1 + A264 - 1 + A2(4 - 44 + -‘W(q - 4 = 
2dt 2 2d d 
a12 > 0. (10.5) 
Since q = 2d + 1, (10.4) and (10.5) imply 
d + A*(x) - (d + 1) A(x) > 0 
and 
(10.6) 
d + #(x) + (d + 1) A(x) > 0. (10.7) 
Since (d + 1)” - 4d = (d - 1)2, (10.6) implies A(x) < 1 or A(x) 3 d and 
(10.7) implies A(x) 3 - 1 or A(x) < -d. Lemma 2 implies / A(x) < 1. 
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PROPOSITION 11. If G E Hypothesis C, then 1 G 1 = qd(q + 1). 
Proof. Since A ] N = A,&# A(g) cl(g) = qd - d2; hence, (A, rl) = 1 implies 
A”(l) + c A2(x) = 1 G 1 d/‘q. 
r 
Equation (12) and (I 1) [8] imply (Ad, Cr/r = (d + I)/2. Moreover, cl(g) if(g) = 
(d + 1),‘2 if g E P#. Thus, we obtain 
A*(l) + ; b(x) = (+) ) G ) _ (d ;d;)2 d 1 G ) = td + ‘1,” 1 G 1 . 
(11.2) 
Lemma 10 implies Cr n*(x) = C,- D(x). Hence, (11.1) and (11.2) imply 
d* - d2 = (1*(l) - D’( 1) = (d(d - 1)/2q) I G I. Therefore 1 G / = 2d(d + 1)q = 
dq(P + 1). 
Proof of Theorem A. We may assume G E Hypothesis A. Propositions 8, 11, 
and Lemma 9 imply I e [ = dq(q + 1). Let i? be a complement to P in N. For 
3~ G, let V(X) be the permutation sending mjr on to Np and let V = {V(X) 1 -- 
f E G}. Obviously m = (5 j x E G, Nz = m}. Furthermore, m acts transitively 
on the remaining q cosets since p# is a TI set. Let Vr equal V restricted to N, 
acting on the q cosets of m different from N. Then Vi is a transitive group on q 
letters and being a Frobenius group, no nonunit element of Vr leaves two 
letters fixed. Thus Gis a Zassenhaus group. Since d = $(q - 1), Theorem 13.35 
[S] implies G # Hypothesis A. 
APPENDIX 
PROPOSITION. Assume G satisjes Hypothesis (2) [8], then I 2 1 < 2. 
Let j 2 j = s, we will assume s > 2 and obtain a contradiction. Let R be a 
complement to P in N, then R/Z cyclic implies that R is abelian. Since C = PZ, 
the notation of [6] may be simplified as follows: Let 1, = #r , #2 ,..., I,!I~ denote 
a full set of irreducible characters of 2. Then Ni = N for i = I,..., s. Therefore, 
(3) [8] implies we may use X, , X2 to denote a full set of nonprincipal linear 
characters of P, no two of which are conjugate in G. Since R is abelian and 
V = 2, there are d distinct irreducible characters Xi, of N such that PC 
ker Xih. for all i, k and Xi, Iz = & . Further (1C) [6] and (2) [8] imply we may 
assume (1 IN = (hry%$“, Since (1 is faithful, q$ is a faithful character of 2. There- 
fore, 2 is cyclic. Let (z) = Z and choose notation so that (1 IN = (Xr$2)N. If/l’ 
is the p-conjugate of /l different from II, then /l’ IN = (h2#2)N. Since $2 1~ is 
faithful, &.(z) = E where E is a primitive sth root of unity. Therefore, we may 
assume c2 # 1. Let & denote the irreducible character of Z such that #Jz) = l a. 
LEMMA 1. I’k = I,..., d, then 
(A” IN, &A = 1 if d is even 
r 0 if d is odd 
and 
(AA’ IN 1 X2k) = 0 if d is even 
= 1 if d is odd. 
Proof. Clearly /12 IN = ((h1#a)N)2 and &l’ IN = (h,~2)N(h2~,)“. Ifs E C - Z, 
then x has a unique representation as x = yzi where y E P# and i = 1 ,..., s. Now 
(hi#2)N(y~i) = +,$JN(y) forj = 1, 2 and i = l,..., s. Further (/\j#2)N(zi) = 
•~($,4,)~( 1) for j = 1, 2 and i = 1 **a s. Moreover, Xa,(yz*) = X&i) = l 2i for 
i = l,..., s. Since (JI&~)~ and (h,#JN vanish off C, we obtain the following 
equality: 
(fl” IN, X2,) I N I = c (Gu2Yw2 X,,(x) 
C-Z 
= s ( F+ (G%)“(Y>)’ + d2 
= ((M,)N, (Ml)“> I N I- 
It follows that 
td2 IN > X2k) = ((A~th)N, @~th)~)- 
A similar argument shows that 
(1.1) 
lnA’ IN 9 &) = (@~h)~> (h2#,)N)- U-2) 
If d is even, then (h&JN = (/\&)N forj = 1, 2. If d is odd, then (h1$1)N = (h,~,%,)~ 
and (h,#,)N = (X1#JN. Therefore, (1.1) implies that @I2 IN , Xa,) = 1 if d is 
even, and (A* (N , X3,) = 0 if d is odd. Similarly, (1.2) implies that (k4’ 1 .v , X3,) 
= 0 if d is even and (kl’ (N , Xa,) = 1 if d is odd. 
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Let @ = (@ 1 @ is an irreducible character of G such that a(z) = 20(l)}. 
Since B(z) i AA’(z) = E2d2, A 2 and AA’ are linear combinations of characters 
in U. Let B, be the block of G associated with #s , then B, C U. Following the 
notation of [6j, A,, and A,, denote the exceptional characters in B, and X,,,, , 
m = l,... , t, denote the nonexceptional characters in B, . Proposition (ID) [6], 
implies that if y E P#, then X,,(_y) = dam where dsm is an integer. 
LEMMA 2. If CD is an irreducible character of G such that (A2 - AA’, CD) # 0, 
then 0 E: B, . Moreover, 
(A* - AA’, X3,) = dsm if d is even 
= -4m ;f d is odd. 
Proof. Now (A2 - AA’, 0) # 0 implies that @ E 4. A - A’ = (hr#2)c - 
(h2#2)G implies that A - A’ vanishes off (JG(C - Z)g. Therefore A2 - AA’ 
vanishes off u&C - Z)Q. Proposition (lD)(vi) [6j now implies (A2 - AA’, @)=O 
unless Q, E B, . Since C - Z is a TI set in G, 
c (A” - ~4(4 X3?&) = # (& (A2 - -fwx)) X3&)). 
G 
Proposition (lD)(iv) [6] implies that X,, Ic-x = dsmXB1 Ic-z . Therefore, 
Hence, (A2 - AA’, X,,) = d,,((A2 - AA’)l, , Xs,). Lemma 1 now implies that 
(A2 - AA’, X3,) = da,,, if d is even and (A2 - AA’, X,,) = -da,,, if d is odd. 
Let I# E 9. If (@ IN , (Ai&)“) f 0, then a(z) = &j(l) implies i = 1,2 and 
j=3. Siml 1 i ar y, (@ IN, Xjk) # 0 implies that j = 3 and K = 1 *** d. If 
@ E ?2 - B3 , then (1D) [6] implies that 
@ IN = “dhl~3,)N + a@(X,~,)N + f fUd3k * (1) 
k=l 
Following the method of (1D) and (1E) [6j, we define the following nonnegative 
integers: 
(X3, 9 X3k) = fsmk 9 (X,, s &#3)G) = em3 , (A,, 3 X:d = 4, , 
(A31 , (JW~)~) = a3 + c3 if i=j 
= a3 if i # j. 
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The arguments used in (ID) and (1E) [6] imply that 
andfori= 1,2, 
(i f j). 
(3) 
Let fms = &lf3,nP and h = &=, b,k . Since X,, is linear for K = I,..., d, 
the arguments used in [6j will imply that Eqs. (1.2)-( 1 S) [6] hold for the above- 
defined symbols. 
LEMMA 3. Let k = 1 ..’ d, then the following relations are satis$ed: 
6) & cA2, @i)(@ IN , x3k) = 1 ;f d is even 
0 
& (flfl’, @)(@ IN , Xskr= 0 
if d is odd. 
(ii) if d is even 
==I ;f d is odd. 
(iii) If d3,,, < 0, then fsmk = 0. 
(iv) If CD E %2 - B, , then (A2, di) = (AA’, @) = 0. 
Proof. A2 = & (d”, @)@ and d/l’ = x* (An’, a)@. Therefore, (d2 1,” , Xa,) 
= XI (f12, a)(@ IN, Xa,) and (AA IN, Xak) = ES (AA’, a)>(@ IN, Xsk). Lemma 1 
now implies parts (i) and (ii). 
(iii) Assume dzm < 0. Lemma 2 implies (AA’, Xa,J > -dSm > 0 if d is 
even. Part (ii) of this lemma now implies fzmk = 0. If d is odd, then Lemma 2 
implies (A’, Xa,) 3 -dSm > 0. Part (i) of this lemma now implies fsmr = 0. 
(iv) Let y E P# and Q, E 9Y - B3 . Since a(y) = 0, Eq. (1) implies 
0 = @(y) = -a@ + %fMk. Therefore, fask > 1 for some k. Parts (i) and 
(ii) of this lemma now imply (f12, @) = 0 or (kl’, @) = 0. Lemma 2 implies 
(A2, CD) = (AA’, @) = 0. 
Proof of Proposition. Let .& = {Xa, 1 darn > 0} and 9 = {Xs, 1 dSm < O}. 
If d is even, then let r = da. If d is odd, then let r = d/l’. Lemma 3(i, ii) 
implies that fork = l,..., d, 
1 = tr IN 9 X3k) = c try @)(@ iA’ > x,k)- 
92 
(4) 
Let X,, E &‘, then Eq. (2) implies dSna = -e,a +fms . Therefore, fsmko > 1 
for some k, . Lemma 3(i, ii) now implies (Aa, Xa,) = 0 if d is odd and (M’, 
Xa,) = 0 if d is even. Hence, Lemma 2 implies (r, X,,) = dxm . Equation (4) 
implies dSm fsnfko ,( 1. Therefore, dzm = 1. Let u, = (r, A,,), U, = (r, Aa,) 
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and F = L (r, &,)&, . Lemma 3(iv) and the previous paragraph imply 
I’ = & Xa,,, + U& + ~~~~~ + F. Lemma 3(iii) and (4) imply that for 
k = l,..., d 
1 =~fsTnk+(~I+~shB. (5) 
.!?I 
Summing over k = 1 *.. d yields 
d=~fm,+(u,+O,. sd (6) 
Since r(l) = d2, Eqs. (2), (3), (4), and (6) imply 
c em& + (HI+ 4(2a, + ea)d < d* - d. 
d (7) 
Since a, and a3 + Ed are nonnegative integers, (2% + EJ > 0. Equations (1.2) 
[$I, (1.3) El, and (6) now imply 2d - 2&4 dsrn - 2(u, + t& + (UI + U& = 
LI Xfm3 - ha) + (ill + qM4 - 4 + 4 = C 2ems + (ul + 4% + d 
<d- 1. Therefore, we obtain 
If(u, + UJ = 0, then d3,,, = 1 for d:,,, > 0 and (8) imply that 1 J&’ 1 3 (d + 1)/2. 
Assume that u, + u2 # 0. If bak # 0 for some k, then (5) implies that & = 
u1 + Us = 1 andf,,, = 0 if dsm > 0. Lemma 3(iii) and (1.4) [6J imply that 
2c, - Ed = 1. Therefore, (2c, - c&u1 + uJ = 1. Hence, d,, = 1 for dam > 0 
and (8) imply that 1 Jai 1 > d/2. If & = 0 for all k, then (6) implies that d = 
xdfrns , and (7) implies that xd em3 < (d - 1)/2. Equality (1.3) [6j implies 
that d - J& dsm = Cd (fms - dsm) = xd em3 < (d - 1)/2. Therefore, 
& dsm Z (d + 1)/2. Again d3,,, = 1 if X,, EJZZ implies that 1 JCZ 1 3 (d + 1)/2. 
Hence, 1~2 1 > d/2. If e,, = 0 for X,, E &, then (2) implies that P _C ker X,, . 
However, (4) [8] implies a contradiction if 9 # 1. Therefore, C-pp e,,2d > 
I& I 2d 3 d”. This contradicts (7) so that c2 = 1. 
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